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This document constitutes the final report far Task 4.3, High Lift Seleeted Concepts, one 
of the five major tasks described by the statement of work for contract NAN-14742, 
Selected Advanced Aerodynamic and Active Cantrol Concepts Development. 

Task 4.3 encompasses three significant areas of investigation: 

1. A preliminary study of high-lift system impact on energy efficient transport (EET) 
sizing 

2. An exploration of high-lift technology gains available by designing to fullscale 
Reynolds numbers using the latest computational techniques 

3. Evaluation of the impact of the best design on EM' sizing and economics 

This report discusses the work conducted from August 1977 through July 1978. The NASA 
technical monitor for all contract tasks was Mr. D. B. Middleton of the Energy Efficient 
Transport Project Office of the Langley Research Center. 

The high-lift system design study and the engineering coordination for the task were 
conducted within the Aerodynamics Research Unit of the Boeing Commercial Airplane 
Company. The high-lift system impact study was conducted within the Preliminary 
Design department of the Vice President-Engineering organization of the Boeing 
Commercial Airplane Company. 

Boeing personnel who participated and their areas of contribution are: 

G. W. Hanks 
J. L. Lundry 
M . L. Henderson 
Roger Anderson 
D. N. Ball 
Brindu Giridharadas 
Wayne Holmquist 
John Padlson 
R.  L. Sullivan 
;\lax Taylor 
John Vachal 

Program manager 
Task manager, high-lift selected concepts 
Principal investigator 
Aeroperformance 
Airfoil design 
Weights 
Low -speed aerodynamics 
Low-speed aerodynamics 
Aeroperformance 
Stability and control 
Supervisor, preliminary design, aero 

Although a large number of people contributed to the work of this task, Mr. Henderson 
and Mr. Sullivan were primarily responsible fc writing the design applications and 
requiremene definition elements, rcspectively, of this document. Mr. Henderson, as 
principal investigator, was  r _,ponsible for final integration. 

Principal measurements and cc; alations used during this study were in customary units. 
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1.0 SUMMARY 

The three engineering investigations covered by this repart and their broad objectives are: 

a. Design application studies: Determine the benefits to high-lift system maximum lift 
and, alternatively, to high-lift system complexity, of applying newly developed 
analytic design and analysis techniques to the design of high-lift sections far flight 
conditions. In this investigation, two new high-3ift sections were designed to flight 
conditions. 

b. Requirements definition studies: Clarify the influence of the high-lift system on the 
sizing and economics of a specific energy efficient transpurt (EET), using a 
computerized sizing technique and an existing advanced airplane design data base. 

Impact study: Evaluite the impact of the best design resulting from the design 
application studies on EET sizing and economics. 

c. 

The key results from each investigation are summarized below. 

Design Application Studies 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

To gage the quality of the analytic design work, the theoretical lift curve of a 
representative high-lift system, predicted by a Boehg computer program using 
separated flow theory (ref. 11, was compared with existing wind tunnel data. In this 
comparison, Clmax was predicted within 2%, and the angle of attack for Clmm and 
C1 at low angles of attack were predicted correctly. Figure 1 &plays these results. 
These analyses represented one of the most impartant products of the work since 
they represented a breakthrough in analytic capability. While the development of 
these programs was funded by Boeing IR&D money, the validation of their use in 
analyzing a representative transport highlift section that was performed under this 
contract was invaluable in increasing confidence in the methods and will accelerate 
the application to both in-house problems and future contract work. 

A four-element high-lift airfoil was redesigned at flight Reynolds number (17 x 1061, 
using advanced analytical techniques. The redesign produced a 13% improvement in 
Clmax when compared with the high Reynolds number analysis of a similar airfoil 
defined using conventianal techniques for low Reynolds number (2 x 106). The 
theoretical lift curve of the redesigned airfoil is compared to the lift curve of the 
conventionally designed (baseline) airfoil in figure 2. The geometries of the two 
sections are compared in figure 3. 

A three-element, simplified airfoil was designed at flight Reynolds number to 
produce the same Clmax as the conventional four-element section. The theoretical 
lift curves and geometries of these tu0 sections are compared in figures 4 and 5, 
respectively. 

An important byproduct of these design tasks was the validation of a rational design 
method for the synthesis of multielement high-lift airfoils. Using analytic 
techr ?1os, this methodology allows optimization of pressure distributions and 
airfoil shapes within the aerodynamic and structural restraints and greatly reduces 
trial and error in the design process. This methodology represents a significant 
improvement in high-lift system design techniques. 
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Figure 5 Simplified and Baseline High- Lift System Geometries 

Requirement Definition Studies 

a. 

b. 

e. 

d. 

An advanced-technology, twin-engine transport configuration was selected as the 
baseline for all the si:zing trade studies. This configuration is illustrated in figure 6. 

In fixed-mission sizing studis,  the baseline airplane was found to be insensitive to 
landing C1 
level t a k e 8  and enroute engine-out altitude requirements, while minimizik : 
fuel, TOGW, and DOC. 

improvements due to the low wing loading required to satW I 

The baseline airplane performance was found to be most sensitive to improvements 
in takeoff lift-to-drag ratio (L/D), particularly at the IC-v lift coefficient levels 
typical of takeoff out of high, hot airfields (e.&, Denver). 

Selection of an airplane design for minimum energy consumption conflicts with 
selection for minimum takeoff gross weight, for the 196-pasenger, 3704-hr (2,000- 
nmi) mission requirements mumsd in the trade studies. The trade studies showed 
the following: 

1. Disregarding restraints impased by takeoff', landing, and engine-out altitude, 
selection of an airplane designed for minimum energy consumption produced 
an 8.5% increase in takeoff gross weight relative to the minimum gross weight. 
design (fig. I ) .  

2. Similarly, selection of an airplane design for minimum takeoff groge weight 
produced a 7% increase in energy consumption for the design mission relative 
to the minimum energy dedi@ (fig. 7). 
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Figurn 6. Baseline Airplane, Model 768-7858 

3. The baseline airplane, which was selected to have minimum takeoff weight and 
to just satisfy the 2290-m (7,500-ft) sea-level takeoff requirements, has a 
0.5% increase in energy consumption and a 3.5% increase in takeoff weight 
relative to the two design mimima (fig. 7). 

Impact Study 

a. The %implified" high-lift section produced in the design application studies most 
claeely matched the requirements of the baseline configuration since, in thit design 
effort, Clmax was not increased and the improved design techniques were directed 
toward simplifying the section and increasing L/D. Applying this device to &!e 
baseline configurktiotn resulted in a 13% (26-pasenger) increase in payload out of 
Denver relative to the baseline configuration. The improvement in LID (5.6% at sew 
level takeoff Ut levels) achieved by this device did not result in wing resizing or a 
reduction in airplane size, because the engine-out altitude requirement of 3660m 
(12,000 f t )  would be violatsd tat the higher wing loadings. 

If the wing were sized for minimum direct operating co8t (DOC) for the high- 
altitude, hot-day mission, then u8e of the Wmpltfied" flap would result in a 0.6% 
reducUm in DOC relative to the resleed baselhe. 

b. 
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Because the requirement studies and the design studies were done concurrently, ram 
than sequentially, the high-lift sections designed under this contract did not address 
specificaDy the performance requirements of the baselhe configuration. Foilow-on 
contract work should concentrate on the design of a high-lift section that would improve 
L/D performance at low-iift levels typioal of the Denver takeoff. 

It is recommended that a section designed for takeoff L/i, and a section designed during 
this study fa improved Qmax be tested at the NASA-Lmgley Research Center Low- 
TuFbulenee Presure Tunnel. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTiON 

The high-lift system is an important factor in the design of a new airplane. Typically, the 
wing for a new design is sized to satisfy muhe considerations (initial cruise altitude, 
buffet margin, etc) and low-speed, high-lift corrsiderations such as approach speed and 
takeoff field length. The impaet of -lift design is fairly well e&aWshed for conven- 
tional transpost canfiguratians; however, the effects on the airpsane as it evolves toward 
a -+ratio energy-efficient configuration are aniy now beghmhg to be addmsd. 
The future emphasis on fuel efficiency will produce trends toward higher aspect ratioe 
and different wing loading and thrust loading matches, forcing different compromises in 
high-lift device design and she than are typical of conventionally sized transpork 

To address the total high=lift design problem, the work was divided into three studim (1) 
a design application study, to determine what improvements. in high-lift system tech&- 
ogy might be available using improved design and malysis techniques; (2) a requirements 
study, to determine the role a high-lift system will play in the sizing of an energy 
efficient transport (EET); and (3) an impact study, to assess the impact of any improved 
technology uncovered in the design study. 

Beeause of schedule constraints, the requirements definition study and high-lift system 
design application studies were performed concurrently. 

This scheduling effectively decoupled the results of the two studies so that the design 
work could not directly address the high-lift requirements e x p a d  in the requirements 
definition study. Consequently, the two studies are treated separately in this document. 

In the future, the high-lift airplane design problem should be! approached first by assessing 
how the high-lift system, in terms of device type, size, and technology, affects the 
airplane sizing and fuel efficiency and then by exploring areas of advanced --lift 
system design technology that would have high leverage in improving the airplane 
configuration. This type of two-phase study would produce maximum benefit from 
advanced high-lift technology design work by focusing the design work on performance 
areas crucial to the airplane sizing. 

2.1 DESIGN APPLICATION STUDIES 

The purpose of this'sbtask was to investigate high-lift technology gains in terms of 
C l m a  available or, alternatively, the €lap simplifications possible when a high-lift system 
was designed to full-scale operating Reynolds numbers. 

Recent Boeing development of computerized analytical techniques (refs. 1 and 2) has 
made possible the analysis and design of airfoil sections over a wide range of Reynolds 
numbers. These computer programs account for the effects on section farces of both 
attached boundary layer and boundary layer separations that may occur an any or all 
elements irl ti multidement airfoil section. In the design mode, the prognrms may be used 
first to design a pressure distribution to specific boundary layer parameters and then to 
design an airfoil contour to produce the desired pressure distribution. 

r'UEDING PAGE BLANK NO" FILMED 
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Contractordeveloped computational tools were used in this subtask to design and analyze 
two-dirnmsiuml flap systems for predicting and improving the high-lift technology 
available for an energy-etficient transport. 

The Flnt Bndeevor of the design subtask was to establish the effectiveness of cornput%- 
tional techniques in predicting lift performance of a repmsentative high-lift system. This 
was eoeomplished by Bnalpsing a four-element high-hft s-em for which highquality two- 
dimensional Eoeing wind tunnel data wem available fol, comparison. 

This four-element hiplh-lift system was adopted as the bsaaline conf'igumtion far the 
remaining design subtask became of the ewceIlent wind tumel data baee and because it 
was representative of conventionally defined high-lift sys*.erns. However, the cruise 
section used in this besellne high-lift system is known to be inferior in cruise performme8 
to modern sections presently in use by the Contractor and other investigators. This cruise 
section does 5 represent the transonic technology level of the wings in the Require- 
ments Deflnitm study. 

Subsequent analysis of the baseline high-lift system was performed et full-scale Reynolds 
number (17 x 106). This analysis was to be used as the performance basis for the design 
tasks to follow. 

In the first design exercise, the computational techniques validated in the previous 
subtask were used to design an alternative flap system far improved Qmm at f u l l d e  
Reynolds number. The geometric constraints impased on the baseline flap system were 
also applied to the new design. The objective of this design was to demonstrate the 
technology gains available, in terms of c',max, by designing to full-scale Reynolds 
number. 

In the second design task, the computational techniques were applied to the design of a 
simplified high-lift section at fullscale Reynolds number. The objective of this endeavor 
w a s  to provide the simplest flap design that would produce the same Qmax as the base- 
line flap system (at full-scale Reynolds number) and improved lift-to-drag ratio. 

2.2 REQUIBEMENTS DEFINITION STUDIES 

The approach taken in this subtask was to: (1) select a baseline configuration (referred to 
as model 768-7858); (2) select fixed-mission sizing criteria in terms of payload, range, 
cruise speed, initial cruise altitude, cruise lift coefficient, takeoff field length, and 
approach speed; and (3) perform selected airplane Sizing studies. These studies were 
undertaken to evaluate the effects of flap system m a ,  flap type, and flap technology on 
the baseline configuration. 

In addition to the flap size and technology studies, other investigations were performed to 
determine the effects of wing aspect ratio and augmented stability on airplane sizing and 
high-lift system requirements and to determine if the high-lift system might be employed 
to reduce fuel burned during climb and descent. 

The primary tool for evaluation of the effects of planform and flap technology was the 
Boeing Thymbprht program. This program is a general airplane sizing method that 
integrates aerodynamic, propulsion, and weight information to produce sizing charts, 
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which allow the choice of wing and thrust lading to be made while best fulfilling the 
established design criteria. 

3.3 IMPACT STUDY 

This section presents the impact on the bnseline EET sizing and economics of: (1) the two 
high-lift systems deflned in the design subtask, (2) modified climb and descent schedules, 
and (3) augmented stability (as it influencas landing and takeoff only). The same 
techniques were used in this study as in the requirements studieg. 
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3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

Aspxt ratio 

Block fuel 

Center of gravity 

Mean aerodynamic chord 

Quarter chord 

Section drag coefficient 

Airplane drag coefficient 

Minimum airplane cjrag coeffkient 

Flap chord to wing chord ratio 

Flap chord 

Section lift coefficient 

Maximum section lift coefficient 

Airplane lift coefficient 

Approach lift  coefficient 

Lift coefficient at rotation 

n i m m e d  lift coefficient 

Second segment climb lift coefficient 

Leading-edge €lap chord to wing chord ratio 

Section pitching moment coefficient 

Pressure coefficient 

Reference chord 

W i n g  chord 

Direct operathg cost 

Engine out altitude 



F A R  

G 

H 

ICAC 

MAC 

OEW 

PIL 

R 

SAR 

s/c 

SL 

SLST 

tlc 

TOFL 

TOGW 

TIW 

U I U  Qo 

VCK 

VS 

WDP 

w I S  

VAPP 

x/c, Y/C 

@IC 

6 ' I C  

Federal Air Regulfitions 

Gap 

Boundary layer farm parameter ( 6 V e )  

Initial cruise altitude capability 

Mean aerodynamic chord 

Operating empty weight 

Payload 

Reynolds number based on momentum thickness (pV@/D 

still air range 

Surface arc length normalized by section chord 

Sea level 

Sea level static thrust 

Normalized thickness 

Takeoff field length 

Takeoff gross weight 

Thrust loading; Le., thrust/weight 

Ratio of local velocity (at edge of boundary layer) to freestream vdocity 

Variable camber Krueger 

S*Wl speed 

Wing  design plane 

W i n g  loading; Le-, weight/- area 

Approach speed 

Normalized airfoil coordinates 

Normalized boundary layer momentum thickness 

Normalized boundary layer displacement thickness 

Surface shear stress 
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P Density of air 

A W i n g  sweep 

AFB Change in hrel burn 

AX overlap 

&VMU Angle of attack at minimum unstick speed 
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4.0 STUDY RESULTS 

4.1 DESION APPLICATION STUD= 

The results of four investigations are presented in this seetion. They are: 

4.1.1 
4.1.2 

4.1.4 Design to simplify system 

Analysis of the baseline high-lift system at wind tmurel Reynolds number 
Analysis of the baseline high-lift system at flight Reynolds number 

4.1.3 Design to increase 

4.1.1 Analysis of Baseline Section Qmar at Wind Tunnel Reymlcb Number 

A representative high-lift system was analyzed for lift curve slope and for Qmax, Using 
the computational techniques of reference 1, and the results were compared with wind 
tunnel data. This task WBS motivated by the fact that predietia of Q m a  is d to 
high-lift system design, and the use of analytical computational tools to predict the 
effects of lare separations on the lift curve, through Q m a ,  of the mllltielement airfoil 
sectians was, at the time, unprecedented. 

The purpose of the analysis was to provide a validation of the analytical techniques with 
which to gage the accuracy of the remaining analyses and designs in this study. 

The choice of u baseline high-lift system was based on the existence of the Contractor's 
extensive c 4erirn-W data base resulting from a two-dimensianal test of a representa- 
tive high-technology, high-lift section. This section was chosen as the basis for 
calibration and, 8s discu~~ed in later sections, as tho baseline for advanced high-lift 
designs. The cruise characteristics of the section are not r;epreSentative of current 
transonic airfoil technology and the airfoil was not used in the Requirements Definition 
studies of Section 4.2. Nevertheless, this =foil includes the general transonic 
characteristics that are important when its high-lift system is defined A complete 
description of the baseline high-lift system is given in the figures of appendix A. 

Results 

Theoretical airfoil section characteristics are compared with test data in figure 8. 
Sectional l if t  and pitching moment properties are well predicted even when separatism 
exist on all elements of the high-lift system. Maximum lift coefficient is predicted 
within 2%Tf the test data, and the angle of attack for stall is predicted currectly. 

The aft flap is partially separated at all angles of attack. Even at 4-deg angle of attack, 
lift lass predicted by modeling the boundary layer without accounting for separation 
(method of ref. 3) is only a third of the total l i f t  difference between the potential flow 
analysis and the wind tmel data. Modeling of the separaticm accounts for the remainder 
of the difference, as shown in figures 8 and 9. 

The computed and experimental pressure distributions (figs. 9, 10, and 11) also indicate 
excellent agreement, and suggest that the Contractor's technique of modeling separations 
may be applied with confidence to multielement high-lift sections. These results were 
considered unique a t  the time they were generated and were presented in reference 1. 

17 
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procedure 

The basic computer programs employed in this analysis are the Contractor-developed 
VISC and A465 programs. They were used to compute the effects of the boundary layer 
and separated wakes on the pressure distribution of the baseline flap system. This was 
accomplished by computing the boundary layer characteristics and pobts of separation 
using the VISC program and then employing the A465 program to solve the wake outer 
boundary problem iteratively in order to provide the proper wake shape and sise from 
which a new pressure distribution was computed. In this way, the inviscid effect of 
separation was accounted for. The new pressure distribution was then used to recompute 
the boundary layer characteristics and saperation points. This cycle was repeated until a 
stable solution for separation point and boundary lnyer thickness was found. 

Using this process, the separations and boundary layers on all  airfoil segments of the 
multielement airfoil section were modeled, starting from the trailing element and 
proceeditlg forward until separated wakes and boundary layers were being treated 
simultaneously on all elements. The technique of working forward from the trailing 
element was adopted to improve convergence. The VfSC and A465 programs, and the 
coupling procedure, are described in more detail in appendix B. 
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Typical output is shown in figures 12 through 15 for an analysis of the baseline flap 
system at 21.7-deg angle of attack. In figure 12, no wakes or boundary J iyers have been 
modeled; Le., the pressure distribution is that of potentid flow alone, In figure 13, the 
aft flap separation and boundary layer are modeled; in figure 14, the main flap and aft 
flap separations and boundary layer are modeled; in figure 15, the wing, main flap, and aft 
flap; and finally, in figure 11, the seperatiom and boundary layers on all segments are 
modeled (Le., separation points converged and wake shapes determined simultaneously). 
The lift and pitching moment shown earlie in figure 8 at 21.7-deg angle of attack result 
from integration of the final pressure distributicm in figure 11. 
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on Aft Flap Only-An@ of A m k  21.7 deg (A465 Anal.wis) 

It should be noted that ?he boundary-layer technique employed in these analyses consider- 
ed the wall layer only. Detailed boundarylayer measurements have show1 that for 
reasonably sized slots commonly found in a well-developed high-lift airfoil, such as the 
baseline, the trailing-edge flap boundary layers are not confluent, and the slight 
confluence seen aft of the lesding-edge flap does not severely affect the calculation of 
separation points on the wing. A highly confluent configuration could be assembled, but 
for the nearly optimized configurations discvssed in this document, confluence is not 
important for calculation of lift. 

4.1.2 Analysis of Baseline Section Qmax at Flight Reynolds Number 

The primary objectives of -his task were (1) to provide a perfw nance basis, at flight 
Reynolds nsmber, with which to compare the results of the d d g n  efforts, and (2) to 
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compare predicted maximum airfoil lift coefficient sensitivity to Reynolds number with 
test results of similar configurations. 

lb calculated lift curves at wind tunnel Reynolds number (2 x 106) and flight Reynolds 
number (17 x 106) are cornpared in figure 16. For the baseline airfoil, this analpis 
indicates a Qmax increase from the wind tunnel Reynolds number level of 4.22 to 4.6 at 
flight Reynolds number. Figure 17 shows that the calculated Reynolds number mnsitivity 
compares well  with experiment81 data of similar configurations tested in a variable- 
density tunnel (the XAE facility h ,ttawa, Canada, ref. 4). 
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The analysis technique employed was identical to that used in the wind tunnel Reynolds 
number analysis discussed in detail in section 4.1.1. Figures 18 through 20 show the wake 
shapes and resultant presslire dfstributiolls that were produced by the flight Reynolds 
number analysis at 18.69, 21.79, and 34-deg angles of atteck, respectively. 

4.1.3 Design at P W r  Reynolds Number far Best C l m u  

In this subtask, a four-element, high-lift airfoil section was dedgned to ma%imiEe ltft 
coefficient at flight Reynolds number using advand computerised techniques. 

Technology g a b  were explored in terms of Clmax available by designing a -lift 
system to full-sde Reynolds numbers, rather than to the Reynolds number characteristic 
of atmogpheric wind tunnels. To ensure that improvements were due only to the incree8- 
ed design Reynolds number and more advanced design methodology, the geometric con- 
straints imposed on the baseline high-lift system were also applied to this deuign. Am a 
msUlt, the Clmax design mflguroths were ntquired to have the same transonic S- 
number of elements, flap chord lengths, and Fowler motion as the b l i n e .  Furthermore, 
the freedom to shape the various nap elements was eonatrained in exaoUy the same way 
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Figure 16. 7heomticsl Lift &ms of Basdim Airfoil at Wind T u n n d d  Fl&ht Reynolds Mumbsrs 

as was the baseline flap system. These constraints wi l l  be discussed in more detail later 
in this section. 

Maximum lift coefficient, besctd upon analysis, was increased from the baselfne level of 
4.6 to a maximum lift eoef'ficetnt level of 5.2 for the new design. This L a 13% increase. 
The computed lift curves, through maximum lift, of the two -lift systems BPB 
compared in figure 21. Lift coefficient at hleg  of attack was increased from the 
baseline level of 3.0 to a level of 3.35 for the new design, an 11% inc;.aase. 

The geometries of the baseline system and the new flap system am illustrated t- figure 22 
to show differences in shape and deflection of the flaps. Pressure distributions and new 
shapes far the high Reynolds number designs are compared with the bacseline pressure 
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distributions in figures 23 through 26. These figures elso compare flap geometriaar and 
indicate the regions on the flap surfaces that could be modified. It should be noted that 
design changes to the aft and main flep were constrained to reshaping of the forward 
sect ions. 

An important goal of the effort wes to develop a rational Besign method for rnultielement 
airfoils using the advanb.ed tools that hem been d e e r c r i b e d b  Ttrfs method is depicted by 
flow charts in figures 27 and 28 and is discused in more detail in the following 
p-graphs. 

The multielement airfoil design flow cherts &'8 dmeribed in this mcc!an, using the 
maximum lift design at flight Reynolds number as an example. The intent of this 
oppruech is to lamiliarite the reader with the Wgn procams used in the EET design 
work and to illustrate the decisions made and the constraints involved in the redmign of 
the baseline high-lift system for Clmm at flight conditions. 
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The first task in the design procegs was to adequately define the new section in terms of 
design point(s) and constraints. For the Qmax design at flight Reynoldsnumber, this 
definition was as follows: 

a. 

b. 

Aerodynamic performance design points: Maximize airfoD lift coefficient at llight 
Reynolds number. 
Aerodynamic performance constraints: The amount of separatitm oar the aft flap 
computed far the design should be the same as tbat computed for the baseline flaps 
at approach lift levels. No constraints were placed on either the drag or pitching 
moment. 
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Reynolds numb = 17 x 106 
Mach 0.17 

c. Flow conditions: Design Reynolds number = 17 x 106; design Mach number = 0.17. 
These correspmd to the flow conditions of an outboard section of the EET study 
transport configuration at stall and at maximum landing weight. 

d. Geometric constraints: 

1. The leading-edge flap and trailing-edge Qaps, when retracted, produce the 
same cruise airfoil contour as the baseline. 
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2. The leading-edge device was the only flexible device. The trailing-edge 
both the main flap and the aft flap, were defined to be rigid with extension. 

3. The leading-edge device could not have greater extension than the baseline 
device. 

4. The nested chords of the trailing- flqs are identical to the baseline, pnd 
the chord division between the main and the aft flap were identical to the 
baseline. 

5. The pasitions of the trailing edge of the wing cove and the main-flap cove 
were identical to the baseline. The implication of this constraint was that the 
amounts of the main and the aft flap that were buried inside the wing when 
retracted (and therefare available far modification irr the design process) were 
identical to those of the baseline configuration. 
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The second task in the design process was to choo6e :!e number and relative size of the 
airfoil elements in the high-lift section and to assemble a starting configuration. This 
could have required a preliminary study of aerodynamic requirements using the A427 (ref. 
2) program, a Contractor-developed inverse boundary-layer program that will allow the 
number of dements reqtdred to be determined for a given lift level. This program is 
described in more detail later in this section and in appendix C. In the case of the a m a x  
design, the baseline high-lift system was used a3 the starting geometry. 

The third task in the design process was to analyze the starting airfoil section in enough 
detail to determine what  l imits its design point perfarrnance. In the case of the Clmm 
design, the starting configuration was the baseline higb-lift section alresdy analyzed at 
flight Reynolds number. This analysis showed that the taseline main flap was too lightly 
loaded and was not providing enough trailing-edge pressure reduction on the wing trailing 
edge, causing early trailing-edge sewat ion  on the wing. Preliminary studies using the 
inverse boundary-layer program (A4271 (ref. 2) also resulted in the fonowing conclusions: 

a. The aft flap could be mox heavily front loaded, if designed for flight conditions, 
without increased separation on its upper surface. This would reduce the pressure 
at the main flap trailing edge and increase the amount of load the main flap could 
carry. 

b. The main flap could be more heavily loaded and more front loaded, if designed iar 
flight conditions, resulting in much greater reduction in pressure at the wing trailing 
edge. 

c. The leading-edge flap larding c d d  be increased if the pressure distribution were 
redesigned for full-scale Reynolds numbers. 
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These conclusions led directly to the fourth .task in the deign process, resheping the 
airfoil elements. Each airfoil element was designed in turn, starting with the aft flap and 
proceeding forward to the leadfng-edge device, using the process described in figure 28. 

The first task in the process of designing tin airfoil element WRS to design the premure 
distribution using the inverse boundary-layer program (A427). This program was one of 
the primary computatianal tools used in the dssign work reported here and is described in 
more detail ih: appendix C. 
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In the Clmax design, the trailfng-edge flap pressure distrijutians were redesigned to 
produce as much traihg-edge suction far the next element forward as was consistent 
with  the following constraints: 

a. There would be no more separation on the redesigned flap than was indicated by 
analysis of the baseline. 

b. The flap loads carried by the =designed flaps would be equal to or greater than the 
baseline flaps. This was done to mure that lift at a constant angle of attack would 
be improved or maintained. 
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C. The pressure distribution could not be modified where thg geometry was fixed. 

This concept allowed the main flap, the wing, and ultimately the leading-edge h p  to be 
mop8 highly loaded than they were on the baseline configumth, without separaw, 
becaw their trailiing-edge pressures (that is, the pressure to whieh they must moved 
were lower. 
Applying this philosophy to the bemline tratliqpedge flaps resulted in the flap presswe 
distributions shown in figures 25 and 26. Of particular interest le the reduotion h 
pressure near the leading edge of the main flap where the redesigned pressure dtstrIb~th 
achieved a pressure coefficient of -6.0, compared with the baseline leadingdge pre&sure 
coefficient of -3.0. Further, the position of the minimum pressure on the main flap was 
located to have maximum influence on the wing trailirtg etQe. The pressure distribution 
modification on the main flap resulted in a wing trailing-edge presswe reduction from the 
pressure coefficient of -1.5 for the baseline to -2.0 far the redesigned main flat b e  fig. 
24). The effect of this change was to allow the wing to operate at a higher lift level far a 
given amount of separation. 

Having redefined the pressure distribution on an element, the next step was to res- 
the element to produce the desired pressure distribution. It was accomplished using the 
design mode of the A465 program. In this mode, dl op any part of the multielement, high- 
lift section can be reshaped to the specified pressure distribution. 

Because of the overconstrained nature of the design problem when only a portion of the 
flap surface was available for modifi&tion, the program could not always converge to 
exactly the specified pressure distribution. Ttris was particularly true when edge 
constraints (e.g., slope matching conditions between the fixed portion of the airfoil and 
the modifiable portion of the airfoil) existed. The result of the design, then, was a 
pressure distribution that was as close to the specified pressure distribution es possible 
considering the restraints. Because of this, the modified section was analyzed after the 
design run WRS completed to determke the degree of success of the resh~~ing.  It was 
occasionally necessary to refine the design pressure distribution far the element to more 
closely reflect the geometric constraints of the particular drdgn problem. 

Once the reshaping process converged on the desired pressure distribution, an analysis of 
the  high-lift system with the modified element provided the trailing+& pressure 
distribution for the next element farward. The trailingdge conditions then were used 8s 

. aerodynamic constraints in the design of the new pressure distribution on that element. 
The pressure distribution design-reshaping procedure was repeated ultil all the elements 
had been reshaped. 

Once all the elements had been reshaped, the lift curve near Qmax was analyzed to 
identify m a s  on the new high4ft system that might require some refinement. This 
refinemcit process is similar to the initial reshaping process. 

During the Clmax design, very little refinement was  required in the design of the trailing- 
edge flnps; typically, two cycles through the reshaping process for each element were 
ufficient to obtain the desired performance. Because of the increased curvature of the 

flow field near the wing leading edge and the resultant greater nonlinearity of the design 
problem, the leading-edge flap design was more difficult and required some six iterations 
of shape refinement and pressure distributical refinement to achieve what was felt to be 
its potential tor Clmm improvement. 
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4.1.4 Design at Flight Seymlds Number for SimpliisoatiOn 

In the design work d@wribad in section . '3,  the benefits of rationally designing a high- 
lift section to full-scale Reynolds numLrs were appUed to bprovhg maximum Uft 
coefficientb The intent of the simplified fht design was (1) to use the same compu- 
tational techniques to design a high4ft system to the same maximum lift coefficient as 
the baseline section, while (2) tapplying the advantagsg of impraved technolqy and higher 
design Reynolds numbers to designing a s imple ,  more ef'ficiemt (io&, lower drag) Itlap 
arrangemen t. 

The product of the design effort was a threeelement, high-lift airfoil sectitm with the 
following geometric features: 

a. A sealed, variable-camber Hrueger flag 

b. A singldotted trailing-edge flap with a simple hinged tab 

This configuration is compared with the baseline four-element, --lift system in figure 
29. Ordinates describing all elements am contained in appendix D. 

The major simplification produced by this design is replacement of the baseline double- 
slotted Fowler flap with a single4otted Fowler flap having a simple hinged tab 8s shown 
in figwe 29. The sealed, wuiable-camber leading-edp flap was not a simplification, but 
rather the result of an effort to satisfy two design requirements for the new flap system: 
the same maximum lift coefficient as the baseline system at fligbt Reynolds number, and 
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Figure 39. Smpfified md B&im High-Lift Symm Getmetries 
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improved takeoff lift-to-drag characteristics at takeoff flap deflections with the tab not 
dend* ted. 

Preliminary estimates bused upon wind tunnel experience and a section drag polar analysis 
for the Denver takeoff confi mtion Qea-dge flap extended, trailirrg-edge fw 
retracted and no tab deflection 7 indicated a lift-to-dreg improvement of 5.6% at Denver 
takeoff lift levels and 9.5% at me-level takeoff lift levels. 

Careful design of the leading-edge and treilinpedge flap shapes (where allowed) resulted 
in the simplified flap system having essentially the same lift performance as the baseline 
system. "his is illustrated in figure 30. 
procedures 

The s a m e  design prucedures and programs that r#ere described in detail in section 4.1.3 
were employea in the design of the simplified flap system.. This section generally 
describes the design exercise and discusses the decisions that led to crucial geometric 
constraints that defined the design problem. 

The simplified high-lift system design represented a more difficult problem than the 
design for maximum lift coefficient for two reasons. First, there were the following 
aerodynamic design criteria and constraints on both lift and drag: 

a. Maximum lift coefficient at flight Reynolds number must be egual to 4.6 (io&, the 
same as the baseline). 

b. Lift coefficient at O-deg angle of attack must be greater than or equal to 3.4 (Le., 
no increase in approach attitude allowed). 

c. Takeoff drag should be reduced. 

Second, the primary design goal, simplification, was difficult to quantify in terms of the 
aerodynamic performance criteria and tended to change in a discontinuous, quantum 
fashion. 

To determine how simplification should best be accomplished, a preliminary study was 
performed of several possible simplification techniques. In-house wind ttmoel data and 
preliminary-design-type sizing criteria were employed to compare the different 
simplification permutations. The fesults are displayed in table 1. 

The sealed Krueger leading-edge device and single-slotted trailing-edge flap with hinged 
tab (configuration 5 in table 1) were chosen because, on a preliminary basis, they 
appeared to be the best compromise between simplicity and performance. 

This decision was based upon the requireme??: that the baseline C l m a  level (4.6) must be 
achieved by the new design. If a lower level of Qmex were required, a different system 
would heve been chosen. For example, if the ground rules had been to provide the 
simplest system that would produce just enough Qmax to make a 64-m/s (125-Keas) 
approach speed at the baseline design point wing lading, the Clmax required of the 
outboard section would have been 4.2, and configuration 3 (the single-slotted trailing-edge 
flap and three-position slat) would have been chosen. 
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Having chosen the mode of simplification, the design problem reduced to reshaping the 
elements of this system, where allowed, to maximize design point perfcrmmce. The 
following paragraphs describe the decisions and assumptions made in the design of the 
flap and sealed prwger. 

The starting flap system was the baseline variable-camber Krueger, sealed to the airfoil 
leading edge, and a single-slotted trailing edge flap having tbe nested chord of the 
basaline flaps and the nose shape of the baseline main flap. n\is flap was deflected until 
the potential flow lift coefficient at 8-deg angle of attack was the same as that of the 
baseline. 

Analysis of this configuration showed that the required Uft coefficient of 3.4 at 8-d- 
angle of attack could t.e achieved anly at the expense of an unacceptable amount of 
separation on the flap surface. The tab arrangement shown in figure 29 was employed to 
achieve the required lift levels at low angles of attack with a controlled amount of 
separation. 
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The pressure distribution on the modifiable portim of the flap system (Le., the forward 
surface covered by the airfoil when the flap was retracted) was designed to have as much 
suction near the trailing edge as was consistent with the requirement that the flap 
separation be limited to the tab. This was done to maximize the influence of the trailing- 
edge flaps on stall. Figure 31 displays the resulting flap pressure distribution (with 
separation modeled) at 12- angle of attack. 

An analysis of the redesigned trailing- €lap (with separation modeled) and the s ta r tw 
leading-edge device indicated that the shape of the leading-edge flap was inappropriate 
for a sealed device and that it allowed the airfoil to stall below the required Clmax of 
4.6. A pressure distributim was  designed far the Krueger that would maximize Clmm 
and the required shape was computed. An analysis of this contour showed that Qmax was 
now somewhat higher than the design requirement. The chord of the new leadins-eage 
device then was judiciously reduced and the shape redesigned in order to trade Qmax for 
improved LID and reduced weight. The final shape is shown in figure 29, and the 
corresponding pressure distributions at 12-, la-, 20-, and 22-deg angles of attack are 
shown in figures 32 through 35, respectively. 
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4.2 REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION STUDIES 

Requirements definition involved trade studies of a baseline configuration. Key variables 
were wing planform, assumed flap technology, optimization of climb and descent profiles 
with and without partial flap deflection, and augmented stability. 

4.2.1 Baseline Sizing and Study Ground Rules 

The EET high-lift study baseline airplane and its changes due to selected technology 
concepts are contained in this section. "he twin-engined baseline configuration definition 
and performance are described in the folhwing paragraphs. All of the trade studies used 
the same configuration concept (illustrated in fig. 6).with char.+. in wing, empennage, 
and engine size adjusted to match design constraints for different levels of high-lift 
characteristics. 

The design selection charts contained in this section show results, limits, and 
requirements pertimat to the trade study. Some of the common performance, airplane 
size, and nonlimiting constraint lines are deleted for clarity. Figure 36 shows the baseline 
airplane sizing trends only, no? absolute levels. This plot represents a matrix of design 
point airplane solutions that satisfy the design payload, range, cruise Mach number, and 
appropriate reserves for a fixed airplane configuration concept. Wing, engine, and 
empennage size are s~aled to meet the fixed paylad range requirements. The dependent 
airplane performance and TOGW are shown as lines of constant values. 

Two areas of interest for unconstrained designs are the minimum block fuel and minimum 
TOGW locations. Selection of an airplane design for minimum energy consumption 
conflicts with selection of an airplane design for minimum airplane takeoff grogs weight 
for the 196-passenger, 3704-km (2,000-nmi) mission requirements assumed in the trade 
studies. The minimum TOGW at high wing loadings represent small airplane size (small 
thrust and small wing areas). However, the minimum block fuel design area is found at 
low wing loadings (large wings) with 20% larger engines than the minimum TOGW point. 
Disregarding constraints imposed bp takeoff, landing, and altitude capability (engine out 
and all engines operating), the following relative airplane size effects are found in figure 
36: 

Relative 
TOGW - Design Condicion - Block Fuel 

Minimum block fuel 
TOFL 2285m (7,500 f t )  
Minimum TOGW 

1.000 1 . 085 
1.005 1 . 035 
1.070 1. 000 

The following data generally refer to relative airplane size within or along the limiting 
constraint boundaries. Airplanes that do not meet performance objections are not 
candidate desigii selection points. The sizing ground rules for the baseline airplan- pareas 
fonows: 

a. Payload = 196 passenger 
b. 
c. 

Still air range = 3704 km (2,000 nmi) 
Long-range cruise design Mach = 0.80 
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d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. Reserves = ATA dommtic 
i. 
j. 

Takeoff field length (sea level, 29OC) = 2290m (7,500 ft) 
V ~ p p  (mission landing weight) = 64 m/s (125 Keas) 
Initial mube altitude capability = 10 870m (35,000 ft)  
Engine-out altitude capability = 3660m (12,000 tt) 

Reference wing area based upon trapezoidal definition 
Constant wing geometry (aspect ratio, sweep angle, airfofl) 

The baseline airplane for the EET high-lift studies is defined BS follows: 

a. 
b. 

d. 
e. 
f. 
g* 
h. 
i. 
j. 

C. 

Twin-engined model 768-785B 
Two CF6-50C type engines (scaled) 
196 passengers, seven-abreast seating (15185 mixed class$ 
5.38m (212 in.) body width 
Design range = 3704 km (2,000 nmi) in still air 
Reference a-ea = 232 m2 (2,500 ft2) 
Aspect ratio = 10.24 
Quarter-chord sweep angle = 0.52 rad (30 deg) , 
Taper ratio = 0.3158 
Outboard thickness-to-chord ratio = 0.103 

Made1 768-785B is the reference-sized airplane for the EET high-lift studies. The engines 
are scaled CF6-50C's, sized to meet  the above constraints. This i3 consistent with a 
current conventional tec.hology level that is also reflected in the aerodynamic data. Tail 
sizing and control system definitions are conventional with no dependence on advanced 
stability augmentation. Sized airplane characteristics and performance are summarized 
in table 2. 

The design selection chart, Thumbprint, is shown in figure 36, with the design point and 
limiting criteria identified. The design pi i t  is located on the 2290-m (7,500-ft) takeoff 
field length line at a wing lo~ding or' 513 kg/m2 (105 lb/ftz), which is very near the 
minimum block fuel point. The block fuel and takeoff gross weight (TOGW) lines are used 
as trend data and not for absolute levels. The design point has a margin of 445m (1,460 
f t )  over the requirement far an initial cruise altitude capability (ICAC) of 10 670m 
(35,000 ft). The 62-m/s (120-kn) landing approach speed is below the desirable maximum 
of 64 m/s (125 kn). 

Wing loading could be allowed to increase up to a value of 560 kg/m2 (114 lb/ftz) witnout 
exceeding a missim landing weight appioach speed of 64 m/s (125 kd, but block fuel 
wcruld then increase by about 2.5%. The design point is the best compromise between the 
minimum TOGW and block fuel points and has the minimum DOC for the 2290-m (7,500- 
f t )  field length (as shown in fig. 47). The baseline airplane.was found to be insensitive to 
landing ClmU improvements due to the low wing loading required to satisfy sea-level 
takeoff and enroute enginwut altitude requirements while minimizing block fuel, TOGW, 
and DOC. 

The baseline airplane performance was found to be most semsitive to improvements in 
takeoff lift-to-drag ratio (LE)), particularly at the low lift coefficient levels typical of 
takeoff out of high, hot airfields (e.g., Denver). 

The general arrangement of the 768-7858 is shown in figure 37. 
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Teble 2. sired E€ f Aitplane Performtince and charecteristics (Model 768-785B) 

Mimion Aoquimnam 

Stil l  ar nnge 
P ly lo rd  
l i l i t ial cruise rtpituck 
Cruise Mach numkr 
Takeoff field length 
Approach speed 
Resen* 

Airplane r i te  
and geometry ch r rc te r i r r i a  

Wing uee 
Wing span 
MAC 
Aspee? ratio 

Taper ratio 

Horizontal tail area 
Vertical tail area 
Body length 
Body diameter 
Engines 

7weekl4 

l / C .  SOBltlp' 

thrust Luninsralledl 

235.51 m2 (2535.0 tt2l 
49.11m (161.12 111 
5.7% (17.15 ft) 
10.24 
0.52 red (30 degl 
0.3 158 
15%/10.3% 
51.65 m2 (556.0 tt21 
36.14 m2 (389.0 ft2J 

45.55m I 166.0 f t )  
5.3Qn t 17.67 h) 
2 s~alad CF6-50C 
4.4 
164.27 kN (36 930 Ib; 

'Bared on gross chord length 

= 370) km (2000 mil 
= 1W pmmgm, 18 226 kg (40 180 Ib) 
3 10 888m (35 (wo hl 
= OB0 
< 229om (7500 tt) 
< 231.5 kmh (126 kn) 
= lQ67 ATAdomenic  

Airplane performma 

Takeoff gror. wight 
Operating emptr d g h t  
Block fwl 
R W W W  

Mission landing mwt 

ThrustlLwlOht 

- 
Wing loading 
Initial c ru i t l  Jetude 

Awrage cruise altitude 
Range fretor 
Liftldrrg 
Specific fuel Constant 

a&litV 

C 
'PMIN 

F I A  TOFL. SL. 29OC (84OF1 

"2 
CL 

V ~ p p  (1.3 Vs1 

120 719 kg (266 140 Ib) 
76 861 (168 450) 
19061 (42M)o) 
6627 (16JY)) 
101 913 (224 680) 

2.726 N/kg (Ol7B lab1 
512.67 kg/m2 (106.0 Iblft; 
11 l l 3m (36460ft) 

- 

11 723111 (3846Oft) 
22 Bogm (12 370 n a ;  
18.2 
0- kwWN 
(0.674 l b b W  
0.01791 

229om (7530 ttl 
1.506 

222 kmh (120 knl 

? .E1 
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4.2.2 Planform Trade Studies 

The wing planform trade studies included variations in botb wing aspect ratio and pe~ ,ant 
of wing chord occupied by high-lift devices. 

wing Aspect Ratlo %de study 

A previous Contractor study of aspect ratio effects was done smder ground rules similar 
to those far the baseline reference airme of this study. Because that study had much 
greater technical depth than was pasible under the current study level ob effort, it was 
decided to utilize the results of the previous study, rather than to repeat it at a lower 
technological depth. The mission ground rules of the previous study were as follows: 

a. Payload = 2C1 mixed-elass pasengem 

b. Range = 3230 km (1,745 nmi) 
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C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g- 

h. 

FWm 37. &dine Aitplane (Model 168-1851 

Wing loading = 572 kg/rnz (117 lb/ft2) 

Design cruise speed = 0.78 Mach and 0.82 Mach 

Initial cruise altitude capability = 10 060m (33,000 f t )  at design speed and initial 
cruise weight 

Takeoff field length G2290m (7,500 ft), sea level, 29OC (840F) 

Approach speed< 70 m/s (135 kn) at maximum landing weight 

Reserve fuel = ATA domes?ic 

This study provided aspect ratio trend information compatible with the rest of the high- 
lift studies. Aspect ratio trends are shown in figure 38. A t  either cruise Mach number, 
the choice of aspect ratio has a significant influence on fuel emnomy and engine she 
required for the design mission. Within the range of wing geometries studied, both 
takeoff gross weight and operating weight increase with aspect ratio, while block fuel and 
enzine size decrease. 

A comparison of fuel savings with the corresponding operating weight penalty, as aspect 
ratio increases, is illustrated in figure 39 for the Mach 0.78 planforms. Withm the aspect 
ratkt range from 8 to 11, approximately 3 lb of OEW (operating empty weight) are 
required to save 1 lb of fuel. 
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As either aspect ratio or sweep are increased, the additional span increases the mot 
bending moments, and hence the wi Elastic problems also 
increase, requiring adaitional jig twi s t  7 tip w a s b i d  to maintain the desired "1%" cruise 
loading and causing a loss in wing stability due to flexibility. 

box weight increases. 

Flutter analyses show that additional torsional stiffness is required to meet the 1.2 VD 
(dive speed) criterion for aspect ratio6 of 9 and above. Figure 40 shows the results of the 
wing flutter study. 

As shown in figure 41, direct operating met tends to increase with increasing espect ratio. 
and increasing speed, especially if airplane price is varied as a function of airframe 
weight and engine size. 'Ihese data were calculated Using a Boeing-modified ATA cost 
equation. 

An aspect ratio of about I3 was chosen as a good compromise between fuel economy, 
-ne size, airplane weight, and flutter risk. 
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Figure 40. Normalized Wing We&St Venus &met Rat& (Canuanthn3l Aluminum SaUchrral 

Flap chord mde study 

In the study of performance effects of varying leading- and trailing4ge flap sizes, flap 
size was varied by changing tie percentage of flap chord on the wing, relative to the 
reference configuration. The range and combinations of flap sizes studied are shown in 
table 3. 

The effects of flap chord variations on low-speed envelope performance are shown in 
figures 42 and 43. The lift and drag characteristics f a  the flap chord study were derived 
from empirical corrections to wind tunnel models with similar geometry. Note that flap 
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Table 3. Flep chord Sizes 

Trailing edge 

Cflap'Cwing 

0.06 I 0.1 1 I 0.- 7 
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chords were varied +5% from the reference baseline size and that leading-edge flap chord 
effects were s tudid  only in combination with the largest of the trailing-edge flap6. The 
envelope performance is based upon either minimum unetick spe3d or 1.2 times stall 
speed, whichever was limiting. At low Uft eoefndent, n~vers~eedn (Le., a velocity higher 
than 1.2 VS) with the loirvest flap deflection augle is used. The Itft-to-drag ratio envelopes 
shown in figure 42 are nearly identical, indicating that takeoff performance is insensitive 
to - +5% change in trailing-edge flap chord. 

The relative performance of each flap size is illustrated on the design selection chart (fig. 
44). W i n g  loadings at which the desired approach speed can be attained me shown for 
each flap size. Approach lift coefficient is improved by increasing trailing- flap 
chord, but approach speed objectives are met with even the smallest trailing-edge flaps 
studied. When the trailing-edge flap was changed, only small  changes in wing loadings and 
thrust-to-weight ratios were required to meet  the 2290-m (7+SOO-ft) takeoff field 1- 
constraint. A change in t r a i l i w  flap chord of 25% results in essentially no change in 
sea-level takeoff performance. Takeoff perfarmance affected by lea- flap 
chord changes. The 16% leadingdge flap chord has worse takeoff performance than the 
baseline 11% flap chord at low values of CLv2. 

The 11% and 6% leading- flap chords have about the same off-design performance 
(Le., high-altitude, hot-day takeoffs). The 11% leading-edge flap chord iS required to 
m e e t  the approach speed criterion of 64 m/s (125 Keas) when used with the 17% trailing- 
edge flap chord (see fig. 44). 

With minimum block fuel as a primary requirement, the simplification offered by dghtly 
smaller traung-edge flaps appears to be a desirable choice. The wing loading sensi- 
tivities f a  airplanessized to fixed P/L, SAR, and TOFL, shown in figure 45, illustrate the 
merit of reducing trailing-edge flap chord from 22% (baseline) to  17%. Both TOGW and 
block fuel are reduced by small amounts, less than 1/2%. The minimum in block fuel at a 
wing loading of 500 kg/m2 (102.5 lb/ft2) on the 2290-m (7,500-ft) TOFL design constraint 
line is, in general, the result of two oppasing airplane cruise factors. These two factors 
are maximum lift-t&ag ratio (L/D), which increases for decreasing wirg loading (larger 
wings), and OEW, which decreases with increasing wiag loading (smaller wings). An 
additional effect on the L/Tl factor is the change in initial cruise performance match 
when engines are sized for TOFL length and not for cruise range factor. Figure 45 for a 
fixed field length shows that as wing loading is decreased, engine size is reduced, which 
lowers initial cruise altitude. This results in a lower cruisz L/D, while wing area and OEW 
bemine larger. Increasing wing loading reduces maximum L/D, which offsets the airplane 
#eight benefit and results in higher fuel usage. The change in trailing-edge flap chord 
results :r, B shift in level with nearly the same characteristic, since the low-speed polar 
envelopr is similar and the change in weight is small. The smaller trailing-edge flap 
c r i d  raduces TOGW and block fuel less than 1/2%. 

4.2.3 f l a p  Technohgy Trade Studies 

Three W4s of advanced flap technology have been studied for agplicatim to the 
reference :wfn-engined airplane. Performance studies were conducted for the baseline 
missio? ground rules sea level, 2290-m (7,500-ft) TOFL, eta, end for high-altitude, hot- 
day performance [2870 km (1,550 nmi), 3660-m (12,000-ft) TOFL, 1625-m (5,332-It) 
altitude, 330C (920F)I. The engine-out enroute climb altitude capability, 3660m (12,000 
ft), at design paylaed and range is an additional design consideration. 
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Figure 44. Effrpcts of Varying Flap Oord on Low&md Sizing Constmints (Model 76& 7858) 
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Figure 45. Treiling Edge Flap Chord Trade 10.22~ Versus 0.17~) 

The flag configuration definitions are as follows: 

Baseline Leading-edge device is a two-position, variable-camber Krueger. 
Traili~-ed.ge flaps are double-slotted. 

System A Leading-edge device is a :hree-pcsition, variablecamber Krueger 
(sealed takeoff, slotted appnqch). Trailing-edge flaps are the same 
as the baseline. 

Sytqem B Leading-edge ckvice is a three-pclsitim, variablecamber Krueger 
redesigned for inaximum om- at flight Reynolds number. 'hiling- 
edge device is t! doubldotted device redesigned for the same goal 
as the leading-edge device. 

System C Leading-edge device is a two-poWon, wriable-camber Krueger 
designed for maximum L/D at flight Reynolds number (constrained to 
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have the same C l m u  at approach es the baseline). Rdling-edge 
flap is a single-slotted device with trailing-edge tab, designed for 
maximum L/D at flight Reynolds number. 

Because the design applications subtask was begun at the same time as the requirements 
definition subtask, no detailed analyses of flap systems A, B, and C were available when 
requirements definition was begun; consequently, it was necessary to make preliminary 
estimates of the aerodynamic performance of these alternative systems for the work to 
proceed. 

The estimated aerodynamic performance characteristics of eaeh flap system are summar- 
ized h figure 46. The impact of sizing to meet takeoff requirements at a high-dtitude 
airport on a hot day is important; Mexico City and Denver are two examples, end the 
latter was chosen for this study. The ranges of design l i f t  coefficients required at Denver 
and sea level are illustrated, along with the relative lift-todrag ratias of the flap systems 
for both design conditions. 

The design selection chart (fig. 47) illustrates the configuration and performance effects 
of P s  alternative flap systems. The minimum-TOGW airplane is at a wing loading of 757 
kg/m2 (155 lb/ft2), with minimum direct operating cost shown at a wing loading of 680 
&/ma (140 lb/ft2); both are well beyond the takeoff and landing s eed constraint lines. 

performance constraint boundaries of takeoff field length, approach speed, and initial 
cruise altitude, and has good growth potential and buffet margim. However, design 
selections must also consider direct operating cost within TOFL constraints (either 
Denver or sea level). 

Minimum block fuel occurs at a wing loading of 440 icg/m2 (90 lb/ft f 1, which is within the 

The data shown in table 4 compare airplanes selected for minimum DOC, constrained by 
the sea-level and Denver TOFL performance requirements. None of the airplanes are 
limited by approach speed (Le., CLAPPI. Although not shown in the table, airplanes sized 
by sea-level TOFL using flaps A, B, or C have a similar DOC improvement, relative to the 
base system. However, these airplanes do not have adr?wte enroute engine-out altitude 
capability and therefore cannot show a DOC advantage with the improved flap systems. 

Because a higher approach l i f t  coefficient capability is not required, flap system C with 
design for maximum L/D and the simpler, singlwlotted trailing-edge flap was  preferred. 
Further improvements in L/D at low lift coefficients should be investigated to improve 
Denver performance. 

4.2.4 Climb and Descent Studies 

The basic ground rules for climb and descent optimization studies were as follows: 

a. 196 passengers 
b. 
c. Cruise Mach = 0.80 
d. 
e. 

3704 km (2,000 mi) still air range 

Constant altitude cruise at 10 670m (35,000 ft)  
OEW = 76 860 kg (169,450 lb) 
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Figure 46. 'Simplified' Flsp Envelope 

Common climb and descent speed schedules were va?ied to seek paesible reduction of 
mission fuel. The resulting effects on block fuel and block time relative to the base 
schedule (250 kcas/tOO kcas/0.75 Mach number) are shown in figure 48. Changing to a 
speed schedule of 144 m/s (280 kcas) and 0.7 Mach number 4op the standard mission would 
save about 104 kg (230 lb) (0.5%) of fuel at an expense of about 2.5 min (0.9%) in block 
time. However, previous studies of climb and descent speeds for similar aircraft indicate 
that DOC would increase slightly at this lower climb speed. A slightly faster climb ana 
descent speed schedule of 154 m/s (300 kcas), 0.8 Mach number produces minimum DOC 
at a small increase in block fuel. 

The data shown in figure 49 indicate no aavantage to climbing at a lower speed with 
partial trailing-edge flaps deployed. The clean wing and the partial trajling-edge flap 
polars cross at a lift coefficient that represents a speed too slow for best climb efficiency 
and very neer stall. 
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Figure 47. EZT hse!ine Design Selection Chart 

Overall climb and descent fuel eff iciacy can be improved slightly with moderete changes 
in climb speed lift-to-drag ratios. However, since excess thrust is the driving farce for 
climb capability, reductions in drag &ring climb yield a 3maller reduetion in thrust 
required (and therefore fuel flow) for the same rate of climb. Also, maintaining 
maximum climb power results in a lower rate of climb improvement than the percent 
change in climb used during the early stages of ascent (Le., under 6100m (20,000 ft)  and 
25% of the distewe required to climb to cruise altitude). The lower overall energy 
efficiency of the turbofan engine at low speeds, combined with the high excess power 
required to climb and accelerate from the low energy state at sea ievel to cruse 
conditions, allows only very small  improvements in climb fJel (approximately 1%) far 
substantial increasesin climb lift-to-drag ratias (approximately 5 to IC%). 

Based upon these data, the baseline airplane climb speed schedule of 154 m/s (300 kcas), 
0.75 Mach number, and the baseline flap procedures were retained. 
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4.2.5 Augmented Stability Studies 

The EET reference baseline airplane (768-785B) was analyzed with low-speed aerodynamic 
characteristics base6 upon a center-of-gravity position of 8% mean aerodynamic chord 
(MAC) at takeoff without stability augmentation systems (SAS). Low-speed performance 
eifects resulting from more aft center-of-gravity locations are shown in figure 50. Lift- 
todrag ratio envelopes were developed with center-of-gravity pasitions at 28% MAC and 
48% MAC to search for the limits of aft center-of-gravity benefits to low-speed 
perf OF mance. 

i 

Subsequent to this -:udy, estimated extensions of aft center-of-gravity limits and criteria 
were pr0vidt.d far handling qualities (HQ) and hard (HI SAS. The aft center-of-gravity 
m0vemer.s permitted by HQSAS and HSAS are quite smal! (2 and 4 to 8%, respectively) 
compared with the center-of-gravity movements studied. Configuration and weight 
affects associated with aft center-of-gravity positions at bqh gross weights were not 
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incAuded in this study. Perfarmanee results are sbom in t?w form of relative takeoff and 
landing performance OTI the reference baseline design selection chert (fig. 51). Benefits 
of the further aft center-of-gravity limits were shown to be Mter takeoff field length 
and landing approach speeds, but the effects un fuel efficiency were quite smail. No 
cruise benefit far aft center of gravity was included in this study, Beduced trim drag and 
associated configuration cherges would show fuel savings than Ume shorn here, 
which reflect only love@ performance effects. 

The study of eft center-of-gravity pxitions wes done to measure the low-speed perfor- 
mance benefits of reduced t r im drag due to reduced horieantcrl tail downlaads. casltinued 
improvement in maximum lift coefficient was ewdent as the center-of-gravitg moved 
rearward, but the improvement in the takeoff lift-to-ikag envelope was not significant 
for center-of-gravity locations aft  of 28% MAC. As center-of-gravity shifted rearward, 
the horismtal-tail load required to trim changed direction from downward to up- 
further rearward movement produced increasing lift on the horieontal tail, 7hich 
contributed more induced drag. As the center-of-gravity moves aft, the desired landing 
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approach spaed, 64 m/s (125 keas) can be attained with higher wing loadhqs. However, 
this trend cannot be used in selecting a paint design without increasing block fueL Figure 
51 shows that the baseline airplane is sised by the TOFL requirement at a point between 
minimm. T O G W  and minimum block f'uel and fs not sized by the appmach speed limit. In 
fact, Sizing for minimum block fuel arly (disresardmg DOC) would have eliminated the 
229- (7,500-ft) TOFL constraint as well. The results shown in figure 58 indieate that 
there is little benefit to  takeoff performance from moving the takeoff center-oflavity 
at 28% MAC (Le., no further improvement in WD). If a point design selection wetre made 
with t a . s f f  centetcof-gravitg at 28% MAC, the characteristics and performance 
changes, relative to the baseline, would ber 

-0.4% in takeoff gross weight 
-0.6% in operating empty weight 
+0.1% in block fuel 
4.3% in direct operating cost 

The effect of reduced horizontal-tail size is not included. When maintainirrg the same 
airplane loading flexibility (center-of-gravity travel), only a 2% 3hift a f t  in forward center- 
of-pavity limit and a 3% smaller horizontabtail were identified with the use of HQSAS. 
Using HSAS, a 4 to 8% shift aft was s-ed as "reasonable," with a 6 to 12% smaDer 
horizontal-tail size. However, this would have to be verified by a dynamic analysis on 
this particular configuration. The reduced horieontal-tail area, while slighlty benefiting 
takeoff gross weight, operating empty weight, and block fuel, d d  have a negligible 
effect on the takeoff and landing field lengths and speeds. The low-speed Kft-to-drag 
ratio benefits of either HQSAS or HSAS would be smaller than the values shown above for 
a 28% MAC center-of-gravity pasition, but fuel and weight savings should be positive. 

These results are mission and configuration sensitive, and some 0 t h  m i s s i o n d r p h m  
combination might show more benefits for aft center-of-gravity SAS. If the airplane 
were sized for high-altitude airports (Le., Denw, Colorado, where takeoff L/D is 
critical), it might profit more in terms of improved payload or range. Benefits might be 
mare significant for this baseline if the takeoff design lift coefficient also were much 
higher (Le., as for a trijet version) and if minimum takeoff gross weight were a more 
critical design selection factor. 

Stability augmentation systems tnat would permit the center-of-gravitp to be moved af t  
by 2% MAC (HQSAS) or 4 to 8% MAC (HSAS) would not cause a large improvement in fuel 
usage or gross weight for a medium-range twin-engined transpost that is already sized 
essentially for minimum block fuel. Reductions in horizontal-tail size of 3 to 12% will 
reduce drag and OEW a small amount (this effect is not included in the analyses described 
above). This analysis addressed only the lowspeed matching characteristics with SAS. 

4.3 EVALUATION OF IMPACT OF BEST HIGH-LIPT SYSTEM ON EEI' AIRCRAFT 

This subtask evaluated the improvements to the baseline €ET configuration obtained by 
resizing the high-lift sections designed in the design applications studies to obtain the 
best higblift system. 

The sizing studies, described in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3, showed that the baseline EET 
canfiguratian was sized by sea-level takeof'f field length rather *than the 64-m/s (125- 
: s) approach speed requirement and conseguentiy was hensi t ive to improvements in 
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appwch Clmaff Of this, tlrs simplified d d g n  chogen for the imwt study- 
However, even though the simplined design provide8 slgnircently better aerodynamic 
performance at sea level in term of lift-to-dreg retio at takeoff b e  fig. 52), only part 
of the potential DOC benefits from resising may act-y be d z e d  because of the 
interposition of the enroute engine-out altitude requirement (as sbwn in the design 
selection chart, fig. 53). The fllowiw table cornparas the potential end realiamble DOC 
benefits far resizing at sea level using the improved Wft system: 

Fuel blmled, % Doc, 96 

Resizing not limited by 
engine-out altitude 

+3/4 -3/4 

Resizing limited by engb-out +1/4 -114 
altitude = 3660 m (12,000 f't) 

To show high benefits of advanced design more dearly, an addhiaaal study was perfumed 
in which the integrated effect of advanced -lift technology features ere presented in 
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terms of increased payload capability when the airplane is limited simultaneously by 
seamchegment climb gradient and takeoff field length, commonly found at hot, high= 
altitude airports (payload is often restricted for these operations). This section shows the 
potential performance benefits for the high-lift technology improvements when applied to 
a twhengined, dornestiz, 196-passenger airplane (see fig. 54). 

Flap She 

L.eac?ingc and trailing-edge flap chord sizing trades may be used to improve takeoff 
performance ar aparoach speed capability. On the beselLne airplane, e shorter, lighter 
trailing-* flap chord could be used, since approach speed was not critical. This 
resulted in an increased payload of two passengers far e fLxed airplane size and takeoff 
gross weight (fig. 54). 

The takeoff lift-t-eg improvements demonstrated by the simplified high-lift system 
over the base flap system (shown in fig. 49) offer the largest gains in payload life 
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capability. The 5% increase in l i f t -Wag ratio at V2 at hot, high fields like Denver an a 
33OC (920F) day, allows 26 additional passengers to be carried at a fixed range (fig. 54). 

Cli.nb and -cent Speed Schedule 

Slower climb and descent speed schedules (shown in fig. 45) tend to increase direct 
operating cost far a fixed payload. However, when fuel is traded for additional payload, 
the increased revenue may offset the increased trip cost associated with the longer block 
time. The potential improvement for payload-limited missions is small, approximately 
one passenger (fig. 54). 

Augmented Stability Study 

The effects of further aft center-of-gravity pasitions possible with different stability 
augmentation systems have been identified in terms of low-speed lift and drag changes. 
The lowspeed aerodynamic improvements, achievable with a 2 to 6% further aft center- 
of-gravity position, produce a 2- to 12-passenger increase at a fixed mission range. "he 
total improvements require the complex inizgration of structures, weights, flight 
controls, and high- and low-speed aerodynamic characteristics. The total magnitude of 
the benefit was not shown in this portion of the study. 

Asshown in figure 54, flap technology improvements (Le., improved L D V z  at low takeoff 
CLi offer the btggest potential for airplane productivity improvements. In general, 
airplane benefits from advanced high-lift technology 
sensitive. However, these study results and trends are 
study, a 200-passenger, domestic, twin-engined airplane. 

are mission and configuration 
applicable only to the baseline 





5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

One of the most important products of the -lift study was the validation of new 
analytical techniques far the prediction of mutidement airfoil lift curves, including 
maximum lift ccefficient. 

0 Maximum airfoil section lift coefficient was predicted within 2% of wind tunnel 
measurements for a four-element, high-lift section that, near maximum lift, showed 
separation CI all four elements. A t  lower lift levels, the lift loss due to a pertially 
separating aft flap element was predicted very accurately. 

Maximum lift coefficient of this same high-lift section was predicted at flisht 
Reynolds number and, when combined with the previous analysis, 'heSe t W 0  reS&tS 
show a maximum lift coefficient sensitivity to Reynolds number that was Verg 
similar to wind tmel test data for similar canfiguratioars, 

These analyses represented a breakthrough in analytic capability. While  the anal- 
programs were developed with Contractor IR&D funds, the validation perfarmed in this 
contract was  invaluable in impeasing mnfidence in these methods and will accelerate 
their application to both in-house probleni and future contract work. 

Two high-lift sectiam wcre designed to explore the benefits of designing to flight 
Reynolds number using advanced methodology. 

0 A four-element high-iift airfoil was designed that, at flight conditions, produced a 
predicted 13% improvement in and an 11% increase in l if t  at 4-deg arlgie of 
attack, relative to the baseline high-lift system at the same flaw conditions. 

0 A simplified high-lift airfoil with a carefully designed single-slotted flap and slotless 
leading-edge flap was designed that produced the same amax and C1 at a given 
angle of attack as the baseline. In addition to being simpler, this airfoil produced 
5.6% improvement in L/D at Denver takeoff l i f t  levels, due primarily to the slotless 
leading-edge flap. 

An important byproduct of these design tasks was the validation of a rational design 
method for the synthesis of multielement high-lift airfoils. Using analytic techniques, 
this methodology allows optimization of pressure distributions and airfoil shapes within 
the aerodynamic and structural constraints and greatly reduces the trial-and-error design 
process. 

While these results were encouraging, the Qmax improvements obtained from the first 
design would not impact the sizing of the study EET configuration because of the low 
wing loadings required to minimize fuel burned far the design mission. In fact, the 
baseline high-lift system has excess C l m u  relative to the 125-keas approach speed 
requirement used in the sizing studies. Tne sizing studies show that the study 
configuration is much more sensitive to takeoff L/D (especially at hot high-sltitude 
airports) than to approach CL, so that, of the two designs, the  simpler, lower drag section 
design would be best applied to the EET configuration. The simplified-design high-lift 
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system considered L/D as a secondary optimize-tion parameter. There is additional 
potential fur WD improvement if L/D were the primary optimization parameter. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

S i  neither design specifid3 addressed the basdine EET cmflguration high-lift 
requirements as determined by the parallel requirements trade studies, it is recommended 
that follow-on contract design work and testing be done in the following sequence: 

0 Design a higblift section for maximum L/D at takeoff lift levels within project- 
type constraints 

0 

0 

Refine the Qmm design to be consistent with the above collstraints 

Test both designs in NASA's low-turbulence pressure tunnel at both full-scale and 
atmospheric wind tmel Reynolds numbers (17 x 106 and 2 x 106) 
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APPENDIX A: 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BASELINE HIGH-LIFT SYSTEM GEOMETRY 

The figures in this appendix describe the baseline high-lift section in detail. 

Figure 

A1 

A2 Leading- and Trailing-Edge Flaps 

A3 .. Definition of Baseline Main Airfoil Element 

A4 

AS 

Title 

Location of the Baseline Airfoil on the Wing Planform 
- 

Definition of Main and Aft Flap Elements 

Definition of Baseline Leading-Edge Flap 

! 
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Figure A 1. Location of the Basdine Airfoil on the Wind Tunnel Model Wing Planfonn 
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APPENDIX Bt 
CALCULATlON OF LIFT AND PITCHING MOMENT WHEN 

SEPARATION IS PRESENT 

A465 Program Description, Analysis Mode 

The A465 eomputer program Lp an advanced panel method capable of solving general 
boundary valw problems in incompressible, inviscid, two-dimensional flow. L its analysis 
mode, this program is used to solve the following inviscid problems: 

a. Simple potential flow about arbitrary airfoil systems 

b. The separated wake displacement surface boundary value problem an arbitrary 
airfoil systems. (The boundary conditions and theory are dfsaased in &tail in 
reference Bl.) 

'f?.re purpose of this solution is to find the shape of the separated wake displacement 
surface tk;t conforms to the outer velocity boundary conditiorts that must exist on a 
seperated wake, both L? the presence of the airfoil and trailing the airfoil system. Havhg 
a separated wake displaeemert smface of the proper &ape and in the proper pasition 
relative to other elements, the inviscid cffect of the wake displacement on the airfoil 
pressure distributions may be determined by simply computing potential flow about airfoil 
surfaces plus their separated wake displacement surf~ces. 

VISC Program Description 

The VISC program is capable of computing the properties of laminar andturbulent 
boundary layers, p i t i o n  and effect of transition, and laminar and turbulent 
separations. Theoretical components of this program are summarized as follows: 

Compment Theory 

Laminar boundary layer Parlhausen 

Laminm separation Poulhausen - Henderson 

Lamir.:r b u b h  Henderson (empirical) 

Trans ion Granville 

Turbuient boundary layer Momentum integral, power law velocity 
profile, Garner's egwrtian for form 
parameter, Ludwig-Tillman equatim f a  
shear-stress at wall (ref. B1) 

Turbulent separation H S 3 . 0  

The VISC program provides the viscous half cf the computations and is designed to couple 
with the A465 program to provide boundary layer displacement thickness and separation 
points for the inviscid solution. 

as 



The method for coupling these two programs in an iterative loop to produce well-behaved 
convergence to a solution was a matter of some concern in the early phases of the 
analysis of the baseline highlift airfoil. 

The simplest method would be to compute the pressure distribution based upon the section 
geometry alone (ag., no wake, no boundary layers modeled), compute the boundary layer 
thickness and separation points from this pressure distribution, and model the separations 
as discussed previously to determine lift and pitching moment. The problem is that the 
pressure distributim used to compute the sepacaticm points (analysis of the bare 
geometry) is significantly different from the final pressure distribution (which has 
separations and boundary layers modeled). A boundary layer analysis of the final pressure 
distribution wil l  not produce the same boundary layer thickness as the initial pressure 
distribution, and more importantly, may not produce the =me separation point. 

Obviously, some technique is needed for repeating the boundary layer analysis and 
separation modeling sequence that wi l l  settle on a stable point. The technique used far 
single-element airfoil section is: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e, 

f. 

Compute, using A465, the potential flow pressure distribution of the airfoil 
geometry at the angle of attack of interest. 

Compute, using VISC, the displacement thickness and sepwation point based upan 
the pressure distributim from step a. 

Displace the airfoil surfde by the displacement thickness up to the separation 
point, and add the starting wake shape aft  of the separation point (done 
automatically in VlSC!. 

Employ A465 to define the seperat.. d wake shape and to compute a new pressure 
distribution. 

Compute the displacement thickness and seperation point based upan the revised 
pressure distriioution from step 6 

Cycle steps e to e until the separation point has converged. 

Because of the stwng leading-edge, trailing- coupling between the elements, a 
modified technique must be applied when analyzing multielement airfoil systems. The 
basic problem is that the leading-edge pressure of a trailing element controls, to a large 
extent, the trailing-edge pressure of the next element forward. The boundary layer of the 
hrward element is very sensitive to the pressure gradient near its trailing edge, so that 
m error in the trailing-edge pressure causeu by CL? error in the trailing element ieading- 
edge pressure will cause inaccurate prediction of separatian op. the forward element. If 
handled incorrectly, errors in separation point position will increase for each suceeeding 
forward element and will cause divergence in the overall solutim. Far this reason, the 
sirrgle-element technique iq applied to the trailing-edge element first; having relaxed the 
seperatian point oil it, the boundary layer and separation are modeled on the next 
element, and the wakes and separations on both elements we then relaxed. This process 



is continued forward until all separations and boutrdery layers are relaxed simultaneously. 
In the cases run to date, this prwedure has produced well-converged solutions. These 
techniques tend to produce steady forward movement of the separation point and so are 
probably overdamped However, this type of convcrgence has led to a high success rate in 
obtaining relaxed solutions, though requiring a longer solution execution time. 

Reference 

B1. Schlichting, H.: Boundary Layer Theory, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., pp. 238-251, 
391406,566-579. 
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APPENDIX C: 
INVERSE BOUNDARY LAYER TECHNIQUE FOR PRESSURE 

DISTRIBUTION SYNTHESIS AND OPTIMIZATION, PROGRAM A427 

Definition of Airfoil Pressure Distrbutian 

At  low Mach numbers, the performance of an airfoil is either &fined by or limited by the 
boundary layer and the requirement of a reasonable (or buildable) thickness farm. TO 
proceed with a rational design process, one must have a boundary layer technique that, 
given boundary layer parameters, will compute a pressure distribution and, hopefully, is 
constrained to produce only pressure distributions that are realistic. 

With such a computational tool in hand, the designer m.ght take auvantage of the airfoil 
dedgn pmces shown in figure C1. The most notable aspect of this process is that it 
proceeds from performance requirements to initial contour entirely in the inverse mode, 
first to compute a desirable pressure distribution, and then to compute an initial airfoil 
contour. The last block, the detailed analysis and refinement stage, is the last remnant of 
trial and error and, for the small changes involved in refinement, this is probably 
dcsirable (or at least inevitable). 

Inverse Boundary Layer Equations 

An inverse boundary layer technique is a solution to the boundary layer equations where 
boundary layer parameters are specified and a pressure distribution is computed. The 
boundary layer momentum equation, Garner's equation for form parameter variation, and 
the Ludwig-Tillman equation far the wall shear stress are used. These equations are 
arranged to solve for a velocity distribution, given a variation in the form parameter 
H [ = f(s/c)). The solution technique is shown below. 

Solving Garner's equation for the velocity derivative produces 

For ' ie momentum equation, solve :or d(8/c)/d(s/c) 

The wall shea- stress coefficient, ro/pu2, given by Ludwig-Tillman, is 

- *O = 0.123 (b) 4 .268  . 10-0.678H 
PU? 
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The momentum thickness ratio, 8/c, and velocity ratio are given by integratiq equations 
(1) and (2) numerically with a known H(x/c) (and thus known dH/dx/c). 

A S K  is the integration step in arc length. 

Equations (1) through (5) should be relaxed at each step for average values of u/u, and 
8lC. 

Pressure Distribution Synthesis 

With this inverse turbulent boundary layer technique and an appropriate presswe 
distribution architecture, one may quickly design a pressure distributkn on one surface of 
an airfoil. To explain the way the pressure distribution is synthesized, consider the 
simpler of the two architectures available, the rooftop (fig. C2). Thk architecture is 
characterized by an acceleration region starting at the leading edge and terminating at an 
input fair point. Constant pressure is assumed from the fair point to the input beginning 
of turbulent recovery (recover1 9oint). The turbulent recovery spans the remainder of the 
airfon and fzcilitates pressure recovery from ;he rooftop pressure to the desired trailing- 
edge pressure. The rooftop pressure is not input, but is fomd by the inverse boundary 
layer equations by employing the iterative procedure explained in the following 

Iterative Pmcedwe for Determining Minimum Cp 

Given a fair point, a recovery point, a trailingdge pressure, and an estimate of rooftop 
pressure (Cpmin), the pressure distribution is assembled up to the recovery point. This 
pressure distribution then is analyzed to provide the starting values of H and e/c for ths 
inverse turbulent boundary layer module. Having these values, the recovery pressure 
distribution is computed from Cpmin at the recovery point to the trailing edge, using the 
desired variation of form parameter in the recovery region. If the computed trailbg-edge 
p r ~ ~ ~ r e  is not the one desired, Cfmin is incremented, the pressure distributian up to the 
recovery point is reassembled, an the process is repeated to convergence. 

paragraph. 

Lower Surface Pressure Distribution 

Since the total pressure distribution must represent a realistic airfoil and the upper 
surface pressure distribution is defined by boundary layer considerations alone, the lower 
sirface pressure distribution must be defined by the thickness rqairements specif’ied by 
the designer. In the present program, a standard thickness form is used, the NACA 
OOXX. which is scaled to the designer’s desired maximum thickness. So with a single 
input, t/cmax, the designer obtains a iower surface pressure distribution, which will result 
in an airfoil that has the  upper surface shape required to produce :he designed upper 
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Figurn G?. The Rooftop Pressure Distritwtion Architectm 

surface pressure distributim, and a lower surface contour, which results from a NACA 
OOXX thickness of the desired maximum thickness-to-chord ratio. Linear airfoil theory 
is used to accomplish this. 

Four-Region Architecture 

While the rooftop architecture is effective and simple to we for the preliminary stages of 
pressure distribution optimization, it daws very litth flexibility ,"or controlling the 
laminar end transitional portion of the b m  layer. As will be shown later, the 
transition point pasition is often of first-order impcrtance to the airfoil design problem. 
To allow fur more precise control of the laminar baundav layer, the fowmgitm pressure 
distribution was devised. 

This architecture: is shown in figure C3 and Is characterized by an acceleration region (I), 
a region of constant pressure dient (XI), a laminar stressing region (ID), and finally the 
turbulent recovery region ( I V ~ T R e  fcir point is input as before and, in addition, the 
desired value of pressure gradiad is Gvm far ;.eglon Ii. A desired point of initiation of 
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Beginning of laminar massing 

Figun 23. Four- Rqion Pressure Distribution Architecture 

laminar stressing and a desired value of laminar form parameter are given for region 
III. A simple inverse laminar boundary routine is used to produce the pressure distribution 
required to produce the desired laminar form parameter. Rngion lII may be used for 
either stxssing the laminar boundary layer to achieve rapid transition without separation, 
or may be used to avoid transition, depending upon the value of H specified. The equations 
used in this region are shown below. 

(l-H/2.55) 
0.94 

c (S/C) 

(l-H/2.55) 
I1 ,'llm I" (sic), ] 

0.94 

( 10 refers to the values at the begining of redon III. 

In the derivation of these equations, some liberty was taken in &opping terms for 
simplicity; however, practice has shown this relationship to be remarkably accurate. The 
parameter Cpmin is defined as the pressure at the beginning of region III. Region IV, the 
turbulent recovery region, is defined by the inverse turbulent boundary ' ayer technique as 
described esrlier. 
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Optimization Using an Interactive Program 

The pressure distribution design technique described has been implemmted in an inter- 
active optimization program. That is, the program user operates the computer program 
in a conversational mode where input is requested by typed messages and given to the 
program, real time, by responding with typed input at a terminaL Output is printed or 
plotted immediately at the terminal at the request of the user. 

The options available in this optimization program are illustrated in figure C4 and are 
summarized in the following paragraphs. 

The design is initiated-by giving the program the flow conditioas and details of the 
architecture chosen. The type of form parameter variation then is chosen (this program 
allows a constant form parameter or linear, quadratic, or exponential variation to be 
specified with very little input). An arbitrary H variation may be us& if a file of the 
desired values of H as a function of x/c has been previously generated. With this 
completed, the prcgram enters the design module and displays Q, Ce. Cm, and a plot of 

Figure CY. Block Oiegrsm of in femctive PmssumDistribution Optimizer 
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thc designed pressure distribution. This whcle process takes about 30s. At this point, the 
user may redefine the H variation or any other of the dedgn parameters; if the des@ 
point pressure distribution is satisfactory, he may analyze the pressure distribution at an 
offdesign Reynolds number or trip location, or he may analyze the prcsure distribution 
offdesign in lift (accomplished by adding an angle-of-attack velocity distribution to the 
design distribution using linear theory). The results of any of these off-desig'n analyses 
arc Frinted end plotted immediately at the terminal. In the event a desirable presswe 
distribution is generated, a prelimi This is 
accomplished by a simple linear invezprogram due to "kukenbrodt, and the  airfoils 
produced should be considered as starting: points for more accurate design methods. They 
are, however, excellent benchmarks to check the resulting akfWs fidellty to structural 
restraints (such as a restraint on maximum camber or compound surfaces). 

airfoil contour may be requested. 

To indicate the cost-effectiveness of this approtich, consider that to define a pressure 
distribution, check it at sevetal Re*ynolds numbers and offdesign angles of attack, and 
produce a preliminary airfoil takes about 7 min on a PDP 11-70 or about 8 min on a CDC 
Cyber 176. More time is requited when the more powerfhl machine is used because of i*3 
lower data trans?rission rate; the rates currently available are 300 baud on the 176 and 
9600 baud on the 11-70. 
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APPENDIX D: DEFINITION OF AIRFOIL GEOMETRY 

Ordinates describing +he leading-edge flap, main flap, ana aft flap derived fron, the 
design of subtask 4.3.1.2.d (discussed in wc. 4.l.c) we provided in table D1. This high-rift 
airfoil eection has been desi t d  to produce maximum lift at a Reynolds number typical 
of flight ccnditions (17 x I C 8  

Ordinates describing the leading-edge i h p  and trailing-edge flap &rived from the 
simplified design of subtask 4.3.1.2.e !discussed in sec. 4.l.d) sre p. ,sed in tabh D2. 
This hkh-lift airfoil section has t+;en designed to produce the same maximum lift 
coefficient as the baseline airfoil section at flight Reynolds number, but with improwd 
lift-to-drag performance and with three elements, rather than with the foure?mz! 
baseline. 

The cruise wing section for both designs was identica'i wi?h the IxzUne and is defined in 
figure A3. 

All flaps have been defiried !n their deflected positions. 
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